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Air Products manages project risk in global ventures
through its standardization and modularization
Fei Chen and Joe Voda explain the US company’s LNG liquefaction offerings of various scales
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Figure 5: SMR Cycle

compressor, one or more nitrogen expanders
and potentially integrated coolers.
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design codes.

The nitrogen recycle

process is an established refrigeration
technology with significant industry
references and relatively low capital
expenditure.
This process is quick to start up and
shut down and is easy to ramp up or down
production. If desired, stable operation
below

50

percent

turndown

from

nameplate capacity is achievable.
Since nitrogen is used as the only
refrigeration component, it is safe and
environmentally friendly, and minimizes
the cost and on-site management of
the refrigerant.

Figure 7: SMR cycle with standard MCHE, base configuration

For mid-scale LNG plants where
efficiency is a consideration in the process
selection, the single mixed refrigerant
(SMR) process is often justified.
The SMR process requires fewer pieces
of rotating equipment and is well proven
in the small to mid-scale LNG range.
Typically, the refrigerant consists of a

Figure 6: Coil Wound Heat
Exchanger (CWHE) used as the Main
Cryogenic Heat Exchanger (MCHE)

mixture of hydrocarbons and nitrogen
optimized to achieve the best efficiency
(Figure 5).
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Figure 8: SMR cycle with standard MCHE, integrated HHC removal TSA and
nitrogen stripper
equipment and meet the LNG product
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specifications.
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in
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application of different impurity removal

If the feed gas contains very low HHC
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technologies to avoid freezing in the

and nitrogen concentrations, the SMR

nitrogen, an HHC removal TSA and an
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HHC stripping column may be integrated
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collectively with the warm section of the

For example, with no or minor changes,
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for
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If the feed gas contains a high HHC
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and
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to
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LNG Train in Indonesia

Figure 10: Modularized or field erected mid-scale LNG trains

Figure 11: Mid-scale 1350 TPD SMR train
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standard MCHE design to ensure both

impurity removal schemes for higher

alkane HHCs and aromatic HHCs are

efficiency and robust operation.

effectively removed, and a nitrogen

Similar to the requirement for small-

placed

scale LNG, the standard design for the MR

downstream of the cold section of the

compressor and the MCHE should work

MCHE to reject nitrogen (Figure 8).

with electric motor or gas turbine drive and

stripping

column

may

be

Depending on the project criteria, the

air cooled or water cooled at most global

standardized solutions should also have

locations. The coil would type of MCHE is

the flexibility to be integrated into the

proven to be well suited for standardization

contractor’s preferred execution strategy

with the benefits of this type of heat

whether it be modularized or field erected.

exchanger summarized in Table 1.

For example, the three sections of the

Standardization - from equipment

MCHE may be contained in three

level to plant level: In addition to

separate shells to allow for ease of

standardization at the equipment level

transportation and more flexibility in

and process module level, it is often

optimizing overall module and piping

beneficial to achieve a certain degree of

design. On the other hand, the three

standardization at the plant level.

sections of the MCHE can be placed into

Figure 12 shows a typical plant layout

Figure 12: Typical mid-scale LNG plant flow diagram and facility layout
station before entering the acid gas

The utility unit provides the heat duty

a common shell to reduce inter-connecting

superimposed

flow

removal unit, the dryer, the HHC removal

required

piping and plot space.

diagram for a mid-scale LNG plant.

unit, and the mercury removal unit and

regeneration, while the refrigeration

with

a

process

for

front-end

system

Overall, the goal is to achieve a high

Material and energy flows are categorized

arrives at the liquefaction system where

compressors together with the refrigerant

level of standardization for the individual

into natural gas, refrigerant, LPG (liquid

it is cooled and liquefied to produce LNG.

storage system and cooling tower provide

equipment to support modular or field

petroleum gas) and utility.

The heavy end of the feed gas is processed

the cooling duty for the natural gas

to make LPG product and stored in the

liquefaction. Each discrete process unit

LPG storage system.

and its equipment can be standardized

erection strategies while retaining the

The feed gas from a pipeline goes

necessary flexibility to integrate various

through the receiving facility and meter

constructed using a modular or stick built
approach.
Standardizing the plant layout can
provide additional benefits including the
potential

for

increased

reuse

of

engineering documents such as plot
plans, 3D models, civil design, risk and
site hazard analysis, and construction
strategies.

Conclusion
When exploring options for small or midscale LNG train sizes, it is important to
understand the objectives for a successful
project.

The economics of small-scale

LNG projects typically benefit from lower
capital cost and shorter schedule.
These constitute unique constraints
that require project developers to work
closely with EPCs and process licensors
to identify the best technology and
execution strategy.
Innovations

in

process

cycles,

equipment design, enriched standardized
product portfolio and modularization
strategies open doors to achieve project
objectives.
Although the planned individual train
capacity may be smaller than the typical
baseload train, the magnitude of the
overall investment itself still warrants
appropriate due diligence to guarantee
a successful return over the life of
the plant.

Table 1: Benefits of Air Pproducts’ Mid Scale Coil Wound Heat Exchanger Units (CWHE)
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For more information, please contact
Air Products at +1 610-481-4861 or email,
info@airproducts.com

